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Emmetropization is a process in which, relatively wide range
of refractive error in newborns, get narrower toward hyperopia
in the first few years of life. The changes include vitreous
cavity elongation; balanced by corneal curvature reduction and
crystalline lens power reduction by getting thinner. To understand
this process it is needed to assess the both refractive and biometric
indices of eyes early in life, which is challenging especially in
regard of biometry. Any change in this early stage of life may
interfere with the emmetropization process and cause to change
in refractive status of eye, amblyopia and low visual function later
on life. Premature neonates are especially subject to disruption of

this process. Many studies have proven that preterm neonates are
more myopic than term infants. Prematurity is associated with
3 type of myopia: firstly physiological myopia that is temporary;
secondly myopia without Retinopathy of Prematurity (ROP);
and thirdly myopia induced by severe ROP. Many factors were
speculated in this regard, including bone deficiency, temperature,
light, visual deprivation and retinal dysfunction. Not only the ROP
disease and its severity, but also the treatment employed believed
to lead to myopia. However, there is no agreement if the treatment
itself is a factor or severity of disease which necessitate treatment
will lead to myopia [1-3]. To isolate the effect of disease severity
from treatment effect, pre- and post treatment designed studies
are indicated.
Laser therapy in ROP patients resulted in significant myopia
(55.2 to 80.04%) in previous studies [4-6]. It is well established
that myopia associated with prematurity and conventionally
(cryo- or laser therapy) treated ROP is caused by anterior
segment arrest; an emmetropization disruption includes
corneal steepening, anterior chamber depth reduction and lens
thickening, rather than axial elongation. It has been shown also
that ROP associated high myopia is primarily caused by lenticular
thickening [7].
Intravitreal bevacizumab (IVB) injection in ROP has shown
promises in this regard and less myopia was resulted; alongside
better anatomic and functional results, especially in patients with
more posterior disease and zone I disease. In an unpublished
review of current literature by our center which is going to be
published soon, there is a mixed published result in regard of
anti-VEGF effect, ranged from the same refractive outcomes
as laser therapy to a less myopia degree. Mean refractive error
was myopic in some 40%, 90% and 50% of studies with IVB
monotherapy, laser photocoagulation monotherapy and IVB+
laser combination therapy, respectively. But current literature is
suffering from lack of large and well matched cases as well as not
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harmonized inclusion criteria. In term of biometry assessment
this shortage is more prominent. Few small studies have reported
few biometry indices after IVB injections [3, 8-16]. Some authors
have proposed that anti-VEGF agents minimally disrupt anterior
segment development, so less myopia is expected [3]. In one of
our studies, we have evaluated pre- and post treatment refractive
error and biometric indices in ROP patients treated with either
Laser or IVB injection monotherapy. Study has found that eyes
growth in general and crystalline lens in particular is less affected
by IVB treatment, in contrast to laser treatment. This supports
previous proposals that anterior segment arrest which was first
described for laser therapy in ROP, occurs minimally after IVB
injections, if any [16]. Effect of anti-VEGF on ocular growth has
not been fully understood.
To fully evaluate the effect of anti-VEGF treatment in eye’s
growth and emmetropization process, larger well designed and
randomized studies with a harmonized allocation of patients
for each treatment (IVB or laser treatment) are warranted. It
should be also highlighted that pre- and post treatment design to
measure refractive and biometric indices is necessitated to isolate
the effect of treatment from severity of disease. This may help
to solve longstanding discussion; if the disease severity or the
treatment itself, will lead to high myopia associated with ROP [3].
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